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2017.10.09 (Mon): Yiliang to Lianfeng in Yongshan 彝良县到永善县莲峰镇 

We reached Lianfeng at 3 pm, and wandered down into the old town to chat with some elderly 

people. A group of five were sitting outside along the street at the top end of the old city. Upon 

asking about permodern history of the town, its temples and the Jinsha Mines, someone readily 

stated that there used to be over 20 temples, but there were no remains except a couple of stone 

lions. The mines are now being worked by a local state company, for zinc, gold, copper, silver 

and mangane. They were uncertain about local history and did not know of any family that had 

come for the mines. A 60-year old woman mentioned that she had been there and into the 

mining galleries some 20 years ago, at the time when they still ate only maize and no rice or 

other grain. The old workings were blocked up now. In the past, people came to Lianfeng for 

trade (shengyi) or fleeing from famine (taohuang). 

 

Satellite image of the .Jinshajiang valley with Lianfeng on the edge of the plateau-like ridge and the Jinshachang 

valley. 



 

View across the new town square onto the 

temple cypresses and the red school gate. 

They took us to see the pair of lions and 

a pair of elephants, both damaged 

during the Cultural Revolution. They 

used to belong to the Wenmiao, now 

the primary school. The cypresses were 

300 years old and used to be in the 

temple grounds, now in front of the 

school. The stone guardians had 

apparently been left inplace or put up 

again, probably at their original place 

along the street leading up from the 

northern end of the city to the temple. 

They recommended that we ask at the 

Wenhuazhan for old people who knew 

more, which we did. Upon stumbling 

through the small building, we met 

diroctor Wang in the first floor. She 

certainly knew nothing, but after some 

thinking thought of a former school 

teacher by the name of Liu. Showed us 

the direction of Liu’s house but didn’t 

come along. After some asking we found the house and the son outside. 

    

One of the repaired lions and one of the damaged elephants. 

Mr Liu Bengui 刘本贵 (aged 72), was rather uncertain about the temples. Took us by some 

rural back alleys to his teacher, Xu Yu 徐煜 (aged 86), who lived nearby in the lowest back 

alleys of the old city and was home with his wife Mrs. Yin Daifen 殷代芬 (aged 83). Mrs. Yin 

specifically pointed out that they had been married for 61 years. Both quite fit (and 

understandable). They started enumerating the temples, moving from their neighbourhood at 

the bottom end of the old town upwards. Peifeng recorded: the City God temple 城隍庙、 

Guizhou Guild Temple 黑神庙、  Gog od Money temple 财神庙、  Goddess (probably 

Guanyin) temple 娘娘庙、Dragon God Temple 龙王庙、 张爷庙、 Sichuan Guild Temple 



川祖庙、 Jiangxi Guild Temple 江西庙、 肖姑庙、 臭水庙、 God of Literature Temple 文

庙、 God of War Temple 武庙.The City God temple was built 183 years ago some 20 to 30 

years before.  

    

Mr. Xu Yu and Mrs. Yin Daifen (Mr. Liu Bengui did not want his photo taken). Photos by Peifeng. 

Then turning to the mines, did not think there was a connection with Lianfeng, but Mr. Xu had 

two stories. The first was about the opening of the mines. A group of people started digging, 

but found no ores. When they were about to give up, a soothsayer told them that it was not yet 

time and they should keep digging until somebody with a flag on his shoulder would come by. 

So the kept working until one day a fellow came by who had taken his trousers off and was 

carrying them on his shoulders. When they go caught in the wind they billowed like a flag. 

When they hired this guy to join they found the ores. The second was about Leifengdong 雷封

洞, one day, the workers found it closed (by lightening?), shortly afterwards, it collapsed, 

Guanyin had sealed it to save them. 

Mr. Xu had never heard about copper transports. 

2017.10.10 (Tue): The Jinsha silver mines in Yongshan District 永善县金沙厂 

The brand new road from Lianfeng to Jinsha village is 35 km and takes 1.5 hours. We hired a 

car for the day. The road descends steeply in large serpentines for the entire distance, with a 

single milder section at Wanhe xiang 万和乡. On the massive slope behind this large village is 



planted in pine forest that looks around 30 years old. From Wanhe, the road descends towards 

the Jinshajiang, before turning around a mountain shoulder into the Jinshachang valley. 

Jinshachang village is the first village in the valley, clinging to the slope some 50 m above the 

stream where a smaller stream descends from the north. The Jinshachang valley fans out into 

several small streams here, a huge ampitheatre that rises right up to the height of the ridge at 

about 2000 m. Two slightly larger streams descend from the main ridge to the east, seperated 

by a ridge, on the back of which the only milder slopes are found. 

The entrance to the village is a gate, followed by industrial buildings of the 1960s to 1980s in 

the entrance of the side valley, a row of small recent shops and houses and a square to the valley 

side. We asked people chatting in front of the shops and were told that this was Jinsha village, 

and that there had been mines in the past, then a forced labour camp, and that the mines were 

now again worked.  

 

The square and the shops at Jinshachang village. 

The village government building was across the square, and Peifeng contacted the official on 

duty. While waiting, we talked to an elderly inhabitant (about 60) of a small house across the 

road and were joined by another villager (about 45). They were locals an told us that all 

inhabitants of Jinshachang village had moved in, either from Jiangxi or from Huguang. They 

confirmed that there were workings all around, and slags too. In former times, there would have 

been two rows of furnaces down in the valley (we could not establish what time this description 

referred to). The largest village in the valley was Guanfang 官房 (official house) and there was 

a place called Shuifang 税房 (tax station) below. The two large trees (one little more than the 

ruin of a formerly large tree) were Huangge trees and 300 years old. 

Yao Xinming 尧信明  (born 1965), the deputy village secretary arrived, and suggested 

inteviewing some old men who lived nearby. We readily found them a few hundred metres 

down the main road getting ready for playing cards at the roadside. They readily packed up and 

came to the government office for a chat. 



 

Meeting the informants on along 

the road. 

 

The information was mainly 

provided by Luo Xianfang 

罗 现 放  (aged 80), with 

some comments by Chen 

Lianshou 陈连收 (aged 85) 

and Li Guangde 李 光 德 

(aged 74): The mines were 

started about 300 years ago 

by people from Jiangxi. 

During the Great Leap, lead 

was smelted by the 

traditional method, and also 

silver. At the time, smelting 

was re-learnt from old 

people. The ore worked 

during the Great Leap was 

not smelted on site, but only 

sorted and then transported 

out, by horse cart to the road 

and from there by truck. 

Later, during the time of the 

labour camp, lead and zinc 

ore was worked and carried 

out of the valley. It has been 

100 years since the silver 

mining, there would be no remains. [The earlier and later statement on the smelting are 

contradictory, it appears probable that local smelting was actually attempted and possibly 

practiced during the Great Leap, while the transport of the zinc and lead ores to an industrial 

smelting plant came later, and evidently was the system during the labour camp.]  

They could not say whether old slags were re-smelted. 

There were several temples before, a Black God Temple [Guizhou Guild] 黑神庙, a Guanyin 

Temple 观音庙, a Three Kings Temple 三王庙 of the provinces of Yunnan, Guizhou and 

Sichuan, and a Yanshan Temple 炎山庙. 

Other place names that were linked to the mines were Yanshan 炎山 (Fire Mountain), Zhulu 

(Pig Alley) 猪路 up on the mountain [now 诸路], and Caiyuan 菜园 (vegetable Garden) below. 

There was a saying:  

有一个说法：“有suan打suan，有引打引，无suan无引，打xx井。” [key expression not 

identified] 

There were also some stories. The story of the opening of the mine was mostly similar with that 

Mr. Xu Yu had told us the day before. The man who carried his trousers on his shoulders was 

specified as a beggar. The other stories were of miraculous savings before a mine caved in, by 

the mysterious person who sold fresh peaches and by the lightening bolt that sealed the entrance. 



Old workings still existed in great numbers all around. 

Nothing was left of the temples, but there were a few pillar bases right on the square in front. 

They showed them to us and dispersed. There were eight bases lined up as stools, the square 

bases with a side length of about 40 cm, and the round pillat base with a diameter of about 28 

cm. The now unused concrete sports ground on the lower level appears to have been the old 

temple ground. Some large stone steps or thresholds, one with a round hole, presumably of a 

door, were used in buildings and holding down the football goals. 

 

Mr. Luo Xianfang and Mr. Wang Guangde in the office. 

 

Mr. Yao Xinming at the pillar bases on the square. 



 

View from the square into the mining valley. 

Secretary Yao took us to see some workings on the mountain flank opposite Jinshchang village 

and below Guanfang. There was a driving track ascending the slightly northern arm of the 

stream, which soon crossed over to the opposite slope and began ascending towards Guanfang. 

Mr. Yao first showed us intrances of old workings in the limestone cliffs on the steep slope 

above, which were out of reach on account of thick vegetation. At mine 026 we met Mr. Chi 

Shaoneng 迟绍能 (born 1949) who looks after the pumps that are worked from this otherwise 

abandoned modern gallery. Mr. Chi consented to let us have a look at historic workings cup 

open by the modern gallery, getting out helmets to conform with safety regulations. He opened 



the gate, turned the light on an guided us along two level galleries. The tunnel hit on historic 

workings in four places, the argest of which were about 50 m into the mountain and widened a 

massive crack or chimney the extended far above. There were half-rotten beams in the workings. 

Mr. Chi explained that people had brought them in to climb up fairly recently. The rock was 

pale yellowish, with quartz near the old workings, and no trace of easily recognizeable ores. 

   

The gate of the mine and old workings inside. 

   



Workings in the cliffs. 

 

View from Mine 26 eastwards up the northern arm of the Jinsha Stream. 

Secretary Yao told us, that they used to walk to Lianfeng in 5 hours, departing before daybreak 

and retuning home after dark.  

We returned to Jinshachang village for lunch with two other cillage cadres. One of them, Mr. 



Song 宋, had an interest in history and a genealoga at home. 

Further inquiries about historic slags received unclear answers. Finally secretary Yao told us 

that there used to be massive amounts along the stream, but that almost all were gone after a 

massive flood in 1990, that washed the valley bottom clea to the rock. There would be some 

left furthe up the slope, but he did not know the place. 

Mr. Song agreed to take us around a bit more. We first drove up to Guanfang, a quite large 

village with a primary school, and descended towards Yanfang, that in fact consists ofeight 

groups of houses distributed on the steep southern slope of the Jinshachang valley. 

Crossing over from the northern slope of Jinshachang over the northern arm onto the middle 

ridge of Guanfang and across the southern arm of the stream to Yanshan, the overall geography 

of the valley became clear.  

Mr. Song took us to a mine below Guangfang that had made ist owner rich. The Yanshan slope 

across displayed a slightly raised section som 50 to 100 m wide and at the very least 200 m in 

height that looked like an ancient rockfall in which the entire section had slid off. The first 

Yanshan village is located at the top end of this section. There are a number of modern mines, 

which are being worked, and opened up old workings explosed in places, possibly by recent 

activities. The whole slope looks massively disturbed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ruptured slope of Yanshan. 



   

Overhanging section with exposed old workings. 

Shortly after crossing the southern arm of the stream, Song had us stop at turning a corner. He 

pointed out walls made from large stone blocks, the remains of the Yanshan temple. 

   

Remains of the temple walls and view north across the southern arm of the Jinsha Stream. 



 

We drove on to the western end of this section and stopped at a worked mine. 

From this spot, the sorting plant in the valley below was visible. Mr. Song explained that it was 

on the site of Shuifang. It occupies the only slightly wider section in a bend of the valley, before 

it breaks through and leaves the main valley to precipitously descend towards the Jinshajiang. 

Mr. Song also explained that Caiyuan was beyond the narrowest part of the valley on the slope 

above the Jinshajiang, while Hekou was further down near the river. Both remained out of sight 

due to the gradient. 

 

View down to the sorting plant, with Jinshachang village partially visible on the slope onthe larger road and the 

school and some houses visible of Guanfang on the ridge. 



On the basis of the information provided by the local cadres, the greatest number of old 

workings were in the slope facing NW below Guanfang, with lesser numbers in the slope above 

Jinshachang village and again fewer on the Yanshan slope. 

Mr. Song lives in Doupo 豆坡, another relatively large village located on the slope above 

Guanfang. The name is thought to derive from the fact that this village grew beans for the mines. 

We walked up from Guanfang to see his family genealogy. The first section of the path has 

recently been built in concrete steps. Mr. Song told us that the wife of a rich mine owner spent 

10,000 RMRB only last year, with the village providing the labour. The new path ends at a tiny 

shrine under a rocky overhang, that has been restored with three naive figurines, and a stele 

recording the donations. There was an older Guanyin shrine on the same site. Part of a foot of 

the old statue and a most peculiar inscription roughly hewn into the live rock remain of the 

historic shrine. 

Legible parts of the inscription date it to the Jiaxing period, with year above 10, and suggest a 

list of donators with professional titles: 

永乘万古 

计开 

官房厂炭阁厂众姓人等 

匠士侯 xx xxx 

xxx 

嘉庆x x 年 

 

View onto Guanfang and down to the Jinshajiang. 



 

    

The Guanyin shrine above Guanfang and the foot of the former statur in the left coner. Nanny is trying to take 

photographs of the inscription in the rough frame next to the niche. Photos by Peifeng. 

 

Mr. Song at the Guanyin shrine. 

 

Back at Guanfang, Mr. Song took us to the house of Mr. Li 

Qinglong 李清龙 (aged 78), who has a crudely executed bas-

relief of a god in his front room, which formerly belonged to the 

temple. Presumably the Heishen temple, which we were told was 

the largest temple that the old people had still seen. The stone was 

about 80 cm high and 50 wide. There were several pillar bases in 

the street, not large than the ones in Jinshachang village but better 

executed. 

 

    

A pillar base in the main street of Guanfang and the bas-relief in the house of Mr. Li Qinglong. 



 

We made a final stop at the house of a 

blacksmith in the new upper part of 

Jinshachang village, for Mr. Song 

remembered that he used to have an old 

bellow. The bellow was infact still leaning 

against the wall richt along the road. The 

blackmith explained that he had had it in use 

until sme years back and that it was made 

from a wutong tree. The bellow was 140 cm 

in length and about 30 cm in diameter, with 

the piston some 25 cm in dimater and the 

feathers still in place. The wooden air channel 

was also still attached, but the two end pieces 

had come off. The handle was made from 

metal pipes. 

 

The piston bellows. Photo by Peifeng. 

 

We reached Jinshachang village at 5 pm and Lianfeng just after 6 pm. 

Results on the Jinsha Mines: Few remains, but the number of workings as well as the layout of 

the valley with the villages linked to the mines indicate a considerable scale. Slags could be 

found at the sorting plant/Shuifang, and probably also in some spots near Guanfang. We forgot 

to inquire about the presence of Muslim Chinese in the mines. 

 

The layout of the Jinshachang mines. Purple area: main slag dump: Red areas: areas of workings. 

 



2017.10.11 (Wed): Lianfeng to Zhaotong 莲峰镇到昭通 

We took the overland bus from Lianfeng at 8:30 am and reached Zhaotong at 12:30. Used the 

afternoon for further exchange with Ding Changfen. The overcast weather that had be welcome 

at Jishachang turned into light rain, which was less so. 

2017.10.12 (Thu): Zhaotong to Baogunao in Qiaojia District 巧家县包谷垴 

Light rain. 

The information on copper mines in Bagunao and Laodian just south of the Niulanjiang had 

been provided by Zhong Xiaoming 钟晓明 of the Cultural Relics Office of Qiaojia, whom 

Nanny had met in 2016. We rang him, and he specified that the sopper smelting site was at 

Tongchanggou village 铜厂沟 near the site where dam was to be built at some point.  

On account of the wet roads and the steep gradintes in the descent to the Niulanjiang, we rented 

a car to Baogunao. The driver happened to be from Babaocun 八宝村, the village that used to 

be the Lema Mines. She told us that she has a relative who found 120 old objects as well as a 

stone statue in an old mining gallery that he was unable to move, but that he photographed. The 

latter information is very interesting because there is mention of shrines inside the largest 

workings, of which this might be material evidence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Niulanjiang gorge. 

 



 

The Ridge to the east of the 

Lema Mines, seen from the 

ascent towards Baogunao. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Baogunao we inquired about Tongchanggou, which turned out to be 8 km by concrete driving 

track and 3 to 4 km by walking path. The path led up the ridge right behind the town, soon 

descending into a small, steep valley. We first mistook some houses on the eastern slope for 

Tongchanggou, had to recross to the western slope. The actual village is further up, where the 

valley widens out and becomes less steep.  

The stream bifurcates into two arms. Zhu Zhongyun 朱忠运 (aged 64), who lives in the house 

just below the confluence told us that his family had come from Xuanwei 6 generations ago, 

first to Mashu 马树, and only some time later to Tongchanggou. By that time, the mines were 

no longer worked. He showed us slags in the stream bed and knew of some 40 workings up on 

the slope. In 1958 copper exploitation was attempted, but remained unsuccessful, some 10 to 

20 years age another trial exploitation had also been abandoned.  

A little way further up the stream the slags become dense at the upper corner of an abandoned 

housing building, presumably built in the context of the dam construction. As Mr. Zhong 

Xiaoming had told me, there was a stele set up by the Relics Office.  



 

The layout of the Jinshachang mines. Purple area: main slag dump: Red areas: areas of workings. 

 

The small gorge ascending to Tongchanggou. 



  

Zhu Zhongyun and his son with Peifeng in the bed of the lesser stream. 

 

Zhu Zhongyun, his son and Peifeng in conversation. 

 

 

 

 

 

Slags continued in a layer into the small 

side-valley behind the building, partly cut 

open along the driving track that leads to a 

few houses and on along the slope.  

As far as we could see, the slag layer was within 1 m at its lower end and 20 to 30 cm in the 

middle under the small fields between the houses and the track. The extent of the dump is hard 

to establish, as the field terraces, the houses along the upper end of the milder slope and the 

track at the bottom disturbed the slope. The maximum extent would be the entire milder corner 

from the abandoned building to the top house, interruptions and in fact several relatively limited 

dumps are also possible. A considerable proportion of the slags evidently have been washed 

down the stream, which has a wide bed, proving that it becomes a considerable force when in 

spate. Further dumps in the stream’s valley beneath the workings are also possible. 

Peifeng’s measurements: N 26° 57.5144, E 103° 21.6229 

Lü Guangfu 吕光甫 (aged 42) is the owner of the last house. His family came from Xuanwei 

11 generations ago and settled in Tongchanggou 7 generations ago. He gave the number of 

workings with 48 and stated that the mines were worked in 1958 and the ore taken away. More 

recently, there also had been some mining. (Note: 48 is the standard number that expresses a 



considerable multitude.) 

Results Tongchanggou: The number of workings suggest a significant scale, while the 

establishable slag dump is moderate. Exploitation clearly ceased by 1850. A conncection with 

the Lema Mines is highly probable, with the exploitation preceding the striking of rich silver 

ores at Lema possible as well as an expansion into new deposits during the period of decline or 

to fulfil the copper quota from 1767 onwards.  

 

The slag area seen from below. Slags are evident in the banks of the track and in the small fields up to the houses.. 

 

The last house in the side valley. The darker area in the dirt track are slags. 



   

Copper slags in the soil, explosed by terrasing and erosion. 

 

The Niulanjiang and the southern corner of Ludian with the Lema Mines and the northern parts of Qiaojia. 



 

All sites in a perspective facing south into Qiaojia. 

 

Tongchanggou. Purple area: Slags. The mines probably extended along the slope from the small forested area 

above the houses on the slag dump along to the main village. 

2017.10.13 (Fri): Qilichang (Tuanlinbao) and Qianchang in Laodian 巧家县老店镇、团

林堡（七里厂）、铅厂 

By local bus from Baogunao to Laodian, precipitous descent into the Laodian side valley south 

of the Niulanjiang. We only made the bus because the hotel owner apparently rang the bus 

driver, who waited for us at the first stop outside town. 

At Laodian, we found the Culture Station, where the official had no knowledge of historic mines, 

but sent us on to a young official who organized a car to take us to Tuanlinbao. 



 

The town of Laodian. 

 

While we were waiting on the car 

park outside the local government 

building, a gentleman in his 50 told us 

that there was a large smelting dump 

at Qianchang. The ore was however 

from Sanhe and Xindian, with Sanhe 

some 10 km away.  

By government jeep to Tuanlinbao. 

The distance is well under 20 km, but 

the route rather breathtaking. For a 

few km, we followed the main 

overland road down the valley, but 

from the turnoff the narrow concrete 

track climbed along the sxtreme 

mountain flank, and continued to do 

so after turning a corner high above 

the Niulanjiang and into a SW side-

valley towards Tuanlinbao. Cloudy 

and wet, with the peaks and much of 

the lower valleys covered. 

While the accompanying official 

contacted his colleagues in Tuanlinbao, a tiny town, we chatted with Wang Dachao 王大朝 

(aged 63), who runs a small drugstore. His family came from Ji’an 吉安 in Jiangxi 6 or 7 

generations ago. He detailed that Tuanlinbao consists of 23 villages with a population of voer 

3000, mostly Han Chinese. There were old workings, which had been exploited for zinc and 

lead. The main mining area was Qilichang, some way on into the valley. He had not heard much 

about temples, there used to be a Guanyin Temple, above the village. 

In the meantime, the village secretary had contacted He Qingzhu 何庆竹 (aged 40) who would 

take us to the site. We first drove on to his house, Mr. He had been involved in the recent 

exploitations by a company from Guizhou, apparently for zinc. He showed us some secimens 

from new and old workings. 

We then drove on further along the slope, for 1-2 km only. Walked up a steep slope partly 

covered in fields and orchards, where Mr. He showed us a slag dump under young walnut trees. 

The visible area was only some 20x25 m, not clearly demarcated and pssibly interrupted by 

terracing. The place is called Shaopo, named after the discovery of the slags. 

Peifeng’s GPS measurements: N27°00.9355，E 103°16.4895, 1724 m 

Place names that appear to be connected to historic mining are Douya ping 豆芽坪, Miaoping 

庙坪, Guanfang 官房 and Guolu ping 锅炉坪 (or Gulu ping 古炉坪?)  

All informants stated that the mines exploited lead and zinc, while Wang Dachao thought the 

old mines exploited silver. 

On account of the wet weather and because we had to return to Laodian so as not to overuse the 

government car, locations, ongoing exploitation, and the nature of historic mining remain 

unclear. 



 

The Slope of Tianlinbao/Qilichang high above the Niulanjiang. The satellite image shows a dam right below 

Tuanlinbao, due to older height data, the river appears strangely stretched up the slopes. The location of the slag 

dump is uncertain. 

 

The site of historic slags. Inserts show dar grey and blish slags in the orchard floor. 



 

Momentary view of the slopes of Tuanlinbao. 

We found a driver to visit Qianchang in the afternoon. Zheng Zonghai 郑宗海, the driver was 

from Laodian. He mentioned that there were old copper mines near the town, he had been inside, 

but knew nothing of slags. 

    

The old bridge below 

Laodian. The present town 

occupies the slope above 

the yellow building, with a 

few houses just visible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Upon setting out, we briefly stopped at the old bridge. Mr. Zhong Xiaoming had mentioned this 

bridge as possibly the only surviving premodern bridge in the district, called Huaqiao 话桥. Mr. 

Zheng knew the brdige, which in fact was just below the town, now disused between new 

buildings and the four-lane overland road. The bridge spans the small stream in a high arch. Mr. 

Zheng pointed out that it has a little dragon head facing south, while the correstonding dragon 

tail facing north had fallen off. 

Qianchang is only about 15 km from Laodian, but again a long drive to climb out of the extreme 

valley onto the western ridge. The slopes soon become quite wooded, almost exclusively pine 

that looks up to 30 to 50 years old. According to Mr. Zheng, the seeds were dropped by plane. 

Qianchang is a small market town, and it was market day. The first old man we asked directed 

us to a massive dump at the far end of the town. The large zinc smelting dump filled the southern 

end of a flat valley, and looke partly dug up. The thickness up to 5 m, possibly more. The 

heavily erodes slopes in to the east seemed to show some coal. Extent at least 50x70 m. 

 

Peifeng and Mr. Zheng at the slag dump, the houses of Qianchang in the background. 



 

 

Packed undisturbed debris. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Large debris and remains: Bottom ends of clay retorts and a “sand bar,” part of the grid in silve cupellation hearths.s 

Peifeng’s GPS measurements: N° 26 56.8429, E° 103 13.8410, 2563 m 

Interviews with three aged inhabitants provided the following information.  

Mr. Du Kaizhi (aged 81) used to be a zinc smelterer but unfortunately was very deaf. He started 

smelting when he was 16 and worked as a master for 10 years. From 1954 to 1956 they worked 



on their onw, afterwards for a state company. It appears that the later smelters were in a different 

location. 

A gentleman in his 70s told us that the slags were from the Qing period. During the Great Leap, 

attempts at re-smelting the old slags failed. The “woyuan” that was smelted was in fact zinc. 

The slag dump at the Laoqianchang (The Old Zinc Mine) was even larger. 

Mr. Fu Zhanglun 傅章伦 (aged 81) moved to Qianchang in 1955. He had not seen any zinc 

smelting and therefore concluded that the slags were from the Qing period. The dump extended 

under the entire present town. He knew nothing of temples. The smelting efforts in 1958 were 

all fruitless. The ore came from Sanhe and from Xindian.  

 

Qianchang. Purple area: Slag dump. 

There was a concrete driving track to the old mines, some 3 to 4 km, past Sankeshu 三棵树. 

We drove a long way past Sankeshu, through forest, with much cloud making orientation 

difficult. Eventually we hit on a house.  

Shen Zhengu 沈正富 (aged 59) was a former employed of the road maintenance team and 

readily consented to take us to the slag dump. We walked up to the top of the ridge, that was 

almost flat with some limestone cones, clouds billowing, and stumbled onto a huge zinc 

smelting dump along the slope. Mr. Shen took us around to see the full extent, which still 

remained had to judge in the mist. According to Mr. Shen, the slags contain some metal and 

had been re-smelted in the 1990s [and possibly later].  

Mr. Shen related that his father had moved up here at a time when there was no village. The 

dump would be about 1000 x 500 m. There were graves further down on the slopes, but none 

with inscriptions. These would be graves of workers. The smelting dated to the Qing and was 

linked with the Lema Mines, and would have been abandoned at the same time. The ore came 

from the Lema Mines. Some people formerly collected broken pieces of retorts because there 

was samoe metal stuck to them. In the past, the ore was bought from Lema and the produced 

metal sold to Lema, there were mining rules that laid this down. 

We returned in the dusk and reached Laodian at 7 pm. 

 



 

Part of the slag dump at Laoqianchang, with coal dumped or occurring naturally. 

            

Mr. Shen Zhengu and the dump in the clouds. 



 

The slope of Laoqianchang. 

 

The area of Laodian and Qianchang. 



 

Probable extent of the slag dump at Laoqianchang. 

2017.10.14 (Sat): Sanhe in Qiaonjia, on to Qiaojia 巧家县三合村-巧家 

Rain in Laodian, nevertheless decided to give Sanhe a try, hoping for less cloud higher up. Left 

Laodian at 9 am, again with Mr. Zheng Zonghai. 

The route was via Qianchang, from there westwards on an initally good road that was partly 

under construction. The construction section began in earnest not far from Sanhe, hence the 

driving track into the valley and to the villages on little knobs along the mountain flank was 

crushed by trucks. Although the distance on this track was under 2 km, it was hard going. It 

continued raining. 

We gave up at what turned out not to be the original village but the site of the primary school 

of Sanhe, with a few houses. We wandered into the school grounds. Peifeng found a retired 

teacher who contacted Tang Guanghong 唐光红 (aged ca. 30) a young school teacher who was 

from Sanhe. He had not been able to go home for the weekend, although he lived only in the 

next village, because of the bad track. 

Mr. Tang told us that the mines were in fact below in the valley, there was no road but it was a 

40 minutes’ walk, about 5 km. The place was calles Shizi dong 狮子洞 (Lion’s cave). He was 

familiar with it because his grandfather lived there. His grandfather was over 70 and somewhat 

deaf, but knew more about the mines. He himself had been inside and said that they were very 

deep. The ore looked like ordinary grey rock but with shiny specks, and contained lead and zinc.  

We finally decided no give up on walking to Shizi dong, as the path looked highly slippery. 

Teacher Tang agreed to inquire with his grandfather. 

We managed to get back to the main road without incident and drove straight on to Qiaojia. 

The final 30 to 50 km were on a two-lane road. Clouds lifted as wee descended the valley of 

the Qiaomaidihe and apporached Qiaojia. 

Results of Qianchang and Sanhe: The very extensive zinc smelting sites of Qianchang and 

Laoqianchang are recorded nowhere. Local knowledge that the ore came from Sanhe and 

Xindian appears reliable, but could not be verified due to the rain. The distance from Shizidong 

to Qianchang by trail would be within 10 km and hence feasible, while Xindian is further away 

and the site of the mines unclear. Another visit with Tang Guanghong to interview his 

grandfather would be very useful. A link with Niujiaochang or even Qilichang is also probable, 



as both sites would some 5-10 km by trail. 

   

Mr. Tang and Peifeng sheltering in the building site and view down into the valley. 

 

Sanhe, the Sanhe Primary School and the probable location of the mines. 



2017.10.15 (Sun): Dayinchang in Qianxinzhen (Daqiao), Huidong District 会东县铅锌镇

大银厂 

We departed from Qiaojia at 9 am and covered the ca. 110 km to Qianxinzhen (formerly Daqiao 

大桥, which still is the locally used name) by 13:30 on a very good road. Vegetation, which 

had been better in Qiaojia than in any other part of Northeastern Yunnan that I have seen, was 

even better in Huidong, with the forests on the slope diversifying, several broadleaves, and the 

odd fir and very occasionally a cypress among the pine majority. Some of the pines appear to 

be 50 years. 

Upon arriving in Daqiao we started inquiring about Dachang wazi 打厂洼子 (which might be 

the site of the Xiaotongchang “Little Copper Mine” in Qing sources) near Chahe 岔河 on the 

secondary road to Huidong and Dayinchang to the southeast. Dayinchang is now part of 

Manyingou 蛮银沟镇, which has recently become a township (zhen 镇), as the road is difficult, 

the some 30 km were said to take 2 hours and drivers were unkeen to go there.  

We eventually found a driver and headed off. He followed the road towards Chahe for about 5 

km, the turned south into a side valley. The valley opene for a short section above the larger 

valley, but soon closed in and became a gorge. The young and sparse forest occasionally 

contained young cypresses. Climbing out of the gorge we reached Fawojie 发窝街, a rather 

large village. We got off at the upper end, which is in fact another village called Faqing 发箐

乡, the two have been administratively joined as Manyingou township.  

 

Manyingou. The larger town in the forground is Fawo, the village a bit higher up is Faqing. 

 

 



    

Teacher Geng, and with Peifeng in front of his school. 

On Sunday afternoon, there were a lot of people chatting on the street or playing in gamblings 

houses. Some asking around got us to talk to Mr. Geng Wuchang 耿武昌 (aged 48), a local 

primary school teacher with an interest in writing. He had been teaching at the school for 27 

years and knew the place well. 

Teacher Geng told us that there were historic mines of an unknown age. It was also unknown, 

what they were worked for. There were slags, right around the school. The ground used to be 

covered in them. When htey were childges, they used to play with them, they were like glass, 

very pretty, black and shiny. There used to be a a Jiangxi Guild Hall, on the site of the primary 

school. 

He took us to the primary school, which was nearby, right across the stream and in the middle 

of the Fawo village. When looking for slags, he asekd a couple of young children, who had no 

idea what he was talking about. There were however slags in the tiny vegetable plots between 

the school grounds and the stream. 

A very old couple came along, in their 80s. As far as we understood, they knew about the old 

mines, but had no recollection of smelting or of what ores were worked. The old gentleman’s 

family had moven in from Xuanwei. The whole area used to be covered in slags, it used to be 

below the main village and called 烧场地, markets were held there.* 

Teacher Geng explained that the village used to be a little way up the slope. When he was young, 

it was still there. [It appears that the village moved down with the motor road.] 

He showed us the old main street, which was still in the original layout, although most houses 

had been recently rebuilt. The mining galleries used to be on the slope above, hi indicated a 

general direction. They would now be closed. 

Back towards the main street, we met a gentleman in his 90s, who said that his family was from 

Jiangxi and had come 7(?) generations ago. He had no knowledge about the mines. 

Teacher Geng took us to see a couple of pillar bases integrated in a wall and to the Guanyin 

Shrine in a small cliff on the stream just below the village. Seven schoolchildren followed and 

had fun observing us, kowtowing at the shrine and having their photos taken. 

 



 

The plots with slags between the school and the stream. 

 

The very old villagers. 

 



 

Above: In the old village main street. Insert: Pillar 

bases we noticed on the way down. 

 

 

Left: Teacher Geng and Peifeng in conversation with 

informants near the school. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Left: Old pillar bases usen in a wall along the stream. 

 

Below: Three of the boys who followed us to the shrine. 

 

Below left: The Guanyin shrine below the village. 

 

 



As it was only 4 pm, we decided to have a look at the slope above the village. We followed a 

largish trail in the general direction that teacher Geng had suggested. Heading around a corner 

not even 100 height m above the village, we hit on an extremely disturbed slope, facing east, 

we stumbled along increasingly mystified in the dusk, until we eventually saw a man at an 

apparently operating mine below.  

Mr. Guo Wanfa 郭万发 (aged 63) was from Huagan 火干, the next village above Fawo in the 

valley. Mr. Guo explained that the slope was indeed the area of the old workings and had been 

dug up for several decades because the soil contained lead oxide the formed visible layers on 

the rock surfaces. [In fact we had still seen these in places but not taken photographs]. He knew 

the old workings and had actually been inside, they were low and narrow and windy. The were 

all gone now. At present, the mines were worked for oxidized and sulphurized zinc ores. He 

showed us a large piece of ore that according to him was oxidized zinc with a content of 40%. 

The mineral was similar to the one the Zhu’s had shown us in Zhujiaying, consisting of 

crystallized cavities and light reddish grey material. The slope was called Laoshan 老山. 

There used to be a Jiangxi Temple, a Huguang Temple, and a Temple of the God of Wealth.  

Oral tradition had it that there used to be many Muslim Chinese here, and they started fighting 

with the Han Chinese. Nowadays there is not a single Muslim family in the area. There is also 

a story about a mine the collapsed and apparently someone outside called out to buy fresh 

peaches, and those who believed there were peaches came out an were saved, while all others 

were buried and died.  

Mr. Guo directed us the shortest way back to Fawo, a trail through the forest that came out at 

Huogan. We reached our hotel at 6 pm. 

    

At the lower end of the disturbed slope, before we realized that this rockfall was not natural. 



 

The distrubed slope. 

 

Peifeng in the disturbed slope. 



     

Mr. Guo Wanfa and Nanny. The piece of oxidized ore. 

2017.10.16 (Mon): Dayinchang in Qianxinzhen (Daqiao), Huidong District 会东县铅锌

镇大银厂, return to Kunming 

The weather was still wet. We found a young driver of a small car to take us up to Dayinchang, 

some 15 km from Faqing and at about 2800 m. The ascent was up the slope facing west above 

the village, reaching the ridge at Tiechang, iron mines that may be old and are still worked. The 

ascent continued on the southern slope of the main massif. The iron mines are at roughly 300 

height m below, on a ridge between to streams descending towards the Jinshajiang. Dayinchang 

is in the valley of another parallel but much higher stream. The height was mostly in the clouds 

in the morning.  

The mine is under exploitation and Dayinchang village has been re-settled. With little 

orientation due to the mist, we first drove on along a large pit, following the valley down to 

where Saopo 扫坡 might indicate a slope covered in slags (Shaopo 烧坡). We ended up at the 

abandoned village, with the clouds thankfully rising. We met a gentleman about 70 year of age 

who was not from the area but was looking after some old buildings of former facilities in the 

old village. There were in fact slags there, though iron wappeared possible as well as lead. 

Some way above the abandoned village a massive dam blocked off the village, preumably to 

capture run-off from mining and ore washing above. The buildings around were traditional ind 

appearance but dated to the 1990s, with mining by still relatively traditional means obviously 

busy by then. There were also several driving tracks and roads, partly overlying each other.  

We returned to the upper end of the pit. Workings evidently extended considerably further up 

the valley. We drove in a short way and went exploring a bit at a tiny brook that appeared to 

cut into the layers the predated recent gangue dumps. We actually found a clear layer of slags 

some 20 cm thick.  

We returned to Faqing and asked around a bit more, hoping to find former inhabitatns of 

Dayinchang village. We had no luck, but inquired about Laoshan 老山 (Old mountain) and the 

corresponding Xinshan 新山 (New Mountain). Googlemaps shows a village called Xinshan 

about 1 km north of Fawo. All informants however stated that the ridge above towards 

Dayinchang was called Xinshan.  

We left Faqing at 11 am and reached Kunming at 10 pm. 

Results Laoshan and Dayinchang: There is no doubt that the mine exploited silver and were 

important. The Laoshan near Fawo certainly predated Dayinchang, with Dayinchang probably 

the larger mine. The period of exploitation remains unclear. Since the place name Dayinchang 

appears in the Dongchuan gazetteer of 1761, however, they probably go back at least to the 



early 18th century. The scope appears considerable. For quantifiable information industrial 

records that are probably held at Huidong could contain data on re-exploitation of old slags, as 

well as observations on the geology and the historic workings.  

 

  

Local informant and our driver at the slag dump in the abandoned village and detail of slags. 

 

View eastwards down the valley. 

 

 



 

View up the slope of the abandoned village. The open pit mines are further up. 

 

Recent gangue heaps along the brook above the pit/dam and looking for slags. 

 



   

Slag layer in the banks of the brook. 

 

The bakery in the Faqing street of shops. 

 

 

 



    

View up the gorge below Fawo and the mixed young forest. 

 

The area of Qianxinzhen (Daqiao), with the Jinshajiang in the east, the Mianhuadi Mines, the Fawo and the 

Dayinchang sites, and the probable site of Xiaotongchang at Dachan wazi. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fawo and the Laoshan mining area. Purple area: Slags, Red area: Mines. 

 

The Dayinchang mines at the mountain of 3100 m, with the upper portion of the iron mining slope below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

View onto the Jinshajiang and Qiaojia from the Sichuan side. 

 


